
Country: Hungary
Region: Tokaji
Vintage: 2020
Colour: White
Grape Variety: Furmint, Muscat, Hárslevelű
ABV: 12%
Bottle Size: 75cl
Closure: Screwcap
Style: Fruity and minerally fresh
Drink With: Smoked fish, pork with paprika,
spicy chicken
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HENYE TOKAJI FURMINT DRY

https://gerrardseel.co.uk/products/chateau-dereszla-tokaji-furmint

Henye Tokaji Furmint has ripe pear, white grapefruit and white pepper spice aromas
on the nose. Fragrant grape and pear fruit, with the softest suggestion of honeyed
sweetness, harmonises with crisp, grapefruit pith acidity and a savoury, almost
saline, crushed stone character. Soft and silkily textured, the finish is zesty, spicy
and very long. A touch of residual carbon dioxide gives a delicate prickle on the
tongue that enhances the refreshing nature of this delicious white.

Although labelled as a Furmint, this wine also includes 10% Muscat and
5% Hárslevelű. Under EU law, to be labelled with a single grape variety a wine only
needs to include a minimum of 85% of that named grape, there is no requirement
to mention the other grapes in the blend.

Completely unoaked, this zesty, minerally gem is a brilliantly enjoyable alternative
to Sauvignon Blanc. Don't be put off by unfamiliar grape names or regions and give
it a try, we're certain you'll love it.

WHY WE LIKE THIS WINE

First of all, it's great to find and unusual grape variety that delivers as well as the
more internationally known ones. It also delivers really well in terms of value for
money. It's really elegant and surprisingly complex for its price. We drank it with a
pork steak with paprika when we were at the winery and it was a great combination.

ABOUT THE GROWER

The Dereszla winery has one of the richest histories of any in the Tokaj Region.
Indeed, the very history of Hungary itself can be traced through the cellar’s past.
The first written record of Dereszla dates back to the early 15th century: a stock list
of King Zsigmond’s property held in the cellars that were used to collect and store
the levies paid by his subjects, usually in the form of wine.

Over the next two hundred years, ownership of both Dereszla and of Hungary
passed from Hungarian hands to Turkish, Austrian and then Transylvanian before
returning to Hungarian control under the Rákóczi family. After a series of
inheritances and the War of Independence, the newest and uppermost part of the
present-day cellar ended up as the property of a Jewish merchant family from the
early 19th century until it was nationalised after the Holocaust. During Hungary’s
subsequent Communist regime, Dereszla was owned by the Tokaj Wine Co-
operative that gathered grapes and matured wines from all over the Tokaj wine
region. In the post-Communist 1990s, a wave of privatisation began and it became
the property of CANA, the biggest French agricultural co-operative society.
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In 2000, following several years of neglect, the D’Aulan family from Champagne
realised that this estate, with its rich heritage, was well worth renovating. After
renewing the equipment and introducing the latest technology, they linked the
estate's five separate cellars to form one larger, more practical space 1100 metres in
length.

The present Dereszla winery was completed in 2007, and it includes a new
processing plant, a logistics centre and an administration unit. These new buildings
follow the style of the estate's historical pressing house and cellar entrance. Since
2008, modernisation has continued at Dereszla thanks to funding from the EMVA -
a joint project between the European Union and Hungary.

The estate owns 27 hectares of vineyards spread across the designated “Grand Cru”
area, and the large diversity of soils throughout these holdings is a crucial factor in
the complexity of their wines. In fact, there are 15 distinct terroirs at Dereszla, each
adding to the complexity of the resulting wines which range from dry to luscious
and sweet. The base wines are mainly based on the Furmint grape variety, unique
to the region, with Muskotaly also adding complexity to the late harvest and Aszú
wines.

Tokaj (formerly known as Tokaj-Hegyalja) has long been Hungary’s most famous
and respected wine region, thanks mostly to its nectar-like, botrytised Tokaji
dessert wines. The region and its wine are held in such esteem in Hungary that the
Hungarian national anthem thanks God that Tokaj szőlővesszein nektárt
csepegtettél ("into the vineyards of Tokaj you dripped sweet nectar"). Yes, these
wines really are that good.


